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should then read zero if the instrument is perfectly adjusted. If, however,
there is a deviation and it is not desired to eliminate it by adjustment of
the apparatus, the reading is taken by means of the vernier, the sign being
noted.
(2) The tube containing the sugar solution is introduced and the screw
again turned until the field once more appears evenly illuminated. The scale
is again read and the reading increased or diminished by the zero error
according as this is of the opposite or of the same sign as the reading.
(b) Double compensation :
 (1)	The tube with the sugar solution is placed in the saccharimeter;
the control scale is placed exactly at zero and the lower screw, corresponding
with the working scale, turned until the field appears uniform ; the working
scale is then read.
 (2)	The tube is removed, the field brought back to uniformity by means
of the control screw and this scale read;   the reading should be equal or
nearly equal to the preceding reading.
 (3)	The tube is then replaced in the saccharimeter, the field brought
back to uniformity by moving the screw of the control scale, and the latter
read ; this reading will be equal or nearly equal to zero.
 (4)	The tube is then taken out, the field brought again to uniformity
by means of the working scale and this read, the reading being zero or nearly
zero.
When the four readings are made, the result is calculated by taking the
mean of the first two and the mean of the second two (taking account of
the sign) and adding or subtracting the two means according as they are
of contrary or the same sign.   This calculation will be clear from the follow
ing examples :
(Readings ' l(l)  + 89'3	(3)  + 0<I
IKeadmgs. j(2)  + ^	^ _ Q.2
1 Means:	-f 89-4	— 0-05
VResult:	+ 89-45
•o I
j Means :	+ 45-20	+ o-io
VResult:	4- 45-10
o »	i ^) — 7-15	(4) — 0-05
'j Means:	— 7-13	— 0*03
VResult:	— 7-10
4. Polarimetric Constants of the Principal Sugars.—Table XVI
(see later) contains the polarimetric constants of the sugars more commonly
met with in the analysis of commercial products; a brief statement of
these data may be given here.
(a) polarimetric constants in circular degrees. The specific
rotations of the different sugars and their variation with temperature and
concentration have been determined toy varioiis authors. In the table
mentioned, the first column gives the ^alue of [alf regarded as most reliable ;

